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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

  
Regular Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, June 21st, 2017; 7:00 p.m. 
GWU’s Funger Hall, Room 108 – 2201 G Street NW 

  
Call to Order 
  
Chair Patrick Kennedy (01) called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm. Commissioners Rebecca 
Coder (02), Marco Guzman (03), Philip Schrefer (05), and Detrick Campbell (07) were present. 
Commissioners William Kennedy Smith (04) and Eve Zhurbinskiy (08) arrived at 7:08 pm. 
  
Adoption of the Agenda 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to adopt the meeting agenda. Commissioner Coder seconded the 
motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 5-0-0). 
  
Community Forum 
  
Report from the Metropolitan Police Department’s PSA 207 
  
Lieutenant Edward Aragona, a representative for the Metropolitan Police Department’s (MPD) 
Second District, was present. He gave an overview of the recent crime statistics for the 
neighborhood. 
  
Chair Kennedy asked about a recent situation at the Monroe House Condominiums where an 
individual was experiencing a mental health crisis. Lt. Aragona said that MPD was able to 
deescalate the situation without any violence. 
  
Commissioner Zhurbinskiy expressed concerns about GW’s slow process of sending out a 
campus alert during the unfolding situation at the Monroe House Condominiums. Lt. Aragona 
said that he thought that both MPD and GW’s Police Department could do more to improve 
communication speeds during such instances. 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Requesting Enforcement of “No Right Turn on Red” Signage at 
Intersections on Washington Circle, Including a Request for a Traffic Camera 
  
Chair Kennedy said that multiple local residents have expressed concerns with illegal right turns 
being made off of Washington Circle. He said that Marina Streznewski, the President of the 
Foggy Bottom Association, has also submitted a request for a traffic camera to be installed near 
the intersection of New Hampshire Avenue and Eye Street NW. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to draft and submit a resolution requesting the installation of 
traffic cameras at the intersection of Washington Circle and New Hampshire Avenue NW on the 
north side of the circle, at the intersection of New Hampshire Avenue and Eye Street NW, and at 
the intersection of G Street and Virginia Avenue NW. Commissioner Guzman seconded the 
motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
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Report from the Executive Office of the Mayor 
  
Jerry Chapin, a Ward 2 representative for the Mayor’s Office of Community Relations and 
Services (MOCRS), was present. He said that Mayor Bowser recently signed an executive order 
binding DC to the Paris Climate Accord. He added that the Mayor recently kicked off an eight-
week anti-graffiti initiative, which includes increased capacity at the Department of Public 
Works (DPW) to clean up graffiti. He encouraged people to report any graffiti through DC’s 311 
system. 
  
Commissioner Schrefer asked for Mr. Chapin’s support in resolving the unsafe conditions for 
pedestrians crossing Virginia Avenue at G Street NW. Mr. Chapin said he would follow up with 
Commissioner Schrefer regarding the matter. 
  
Report from the Office of Ward 2 Councilmember Jack Evans 
  
Jacob Kohn, the General Counsel for Councilmember Jack Evans’ office, was present. He said 
that the DC Council will be holding a hearing on DC’s Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act 
(TOPA) soon. He suggested that people sign up to testify during the hearing. He added that the 
DC Council’s summer recess starts on Saturday, July 15th. 
  
Report from the Ward 2 Education Network 
  
There were not any updates regarding this matter. 
  
Report from the West End Library 
  
Kevin Osborne, the Branch Manager for the West End Interim Library, was present. He said that 
the DC Public Library’s (DCPL) strategic plan has been published online. He added that DCPL 
is currently in the middle of its summer reading. He said that this year’s summer reading 
program includes programs for both adults and kids, and that kids receive a voucher a free 
Chipotle burrito at the end of the program. 
  
Mr. Osborne said that the West End Interim Library is now open on Thursday mornings as a 
result of the temporary closure of the MLK Library. 
  
Commissioner Updates 
  
Commissioner Zhurbinskiy said that she believes that the recent shooting during a Congressional 
Baseball Game team practice in Alexandria highlights the need to install a helipad at GW 
Hospital. She said that a future mass casualty situation might be avoided if a helipad is available 
at the hospital. 
  
Announcements and Public Comments 
  
Jacob Smith, the new Vice President for Community Affairs for the GW Student Association, 
was present. He introduced himself and encouraged community members to reach out to him 
they would like to talk about student-neighborhood relations. 
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Presentation by the GW GroW Garden Regarding the Garden and its Composting Program 
  
Izzy Moody, a representative for the GW GroW Garden, was present. She gave a visual 
presentation regarding the garden. She said that some of the produce that the garden grows each 
year is donated to Miriam’s Kitchen, which incorporates the produce into fresh, healthy meals 
for the homeless. 
  
Ms. Moody said that the garden holds Sunday potluck dinners for its members and volunteers. 
She added that the garden also has a community-supported agriculture (CSA) program during the 
school year, the food for which is supplied by a farm in Pennsylvania. She said that the garden 
received a grant from DC’s Department of Energy and Environment (DOEE) to buy rainwater 
storage tanks, which were recently installed in the garden. 
  
Ms. Moody said that the garden recently started a community compost program and that 
community members are welcome to participate in the program. She said that the compost bins 
are locked but that community members can receive the code to the lock by emailing the garden 
managers. 
  
Ms. Moody encouraged community members to join the garden’s list-serv and to come to the 
garden’s regular volunteer hours. 
  
A local resident asked about the garden’s rodent control efforts. Ms. Moody said that the garden 
team has not experienced any problems with rodents in the garden or in the compost bins. 
  
General Agenda 
  
Presentation by Councilmember Robert White Regarding DC Council Bill B22-0289 – the  
“Office to Affordable Housing Task Force Establishment Act of 2017” 
  
Councilmember Robert White was present. He Introduced himself and provided some 
background information on the Office to Affordable Housing Task Force Establishment Act of 
2017, which he introduced. He said that in his former role with Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes 
Norton’s office, he studied an increase in DC’s office space vacancy rate. 
  
Councilmember White said that when office tenants move to DC’s newest office buildings, many 
Class B and Class C office buildings are left behind without the money they need to make 
upgrades to attract new tenants. He said that his bill would create a task force of industry experts 
that would provide recommendations on how the District can promote the conversion of office 
buildings to housing. He added that this conversion process is possible as it has already been 
carried out on certain buildings here in DC. 
  
Councilmember White said that the office vacancy rate is a drag on DC’s economy. He said that 
the ideal housing being created by these conversions would be mixed-income housing. He added 
that he believes that this mixed-income housing should include workforce housing. 
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Commissioner Smith asked what incentives the city would create in order to encourage landlords 
to go forward with the conversion process. Councilmember White said that the task force created 
by the bill, composed of industry experts, would offer recommendations on what the government 
can do to promote the conversion process. 
  
Commissioner Coder talked about how the West End has experienced four office-to-housing 
conversions, including one in her own building. She said that it is important for the city to pay 
close attention to the economics and tax structures of the process. 
  
Barbara Kahlow, a local resident, said that the West End Citizens Association (WECA) is 
concerned about how the Office of Planning’s (OP) recent zoning regulations update excluded 
housing developments in the downtown area from the city’s inclusionary zoning requirements. 
She said that she would send WECA’s comments on the matter to Councilmember White. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to draft and submit a resolution expressing the ANC’s support of 
the Office to Affordable Housing Task Force Establishment Act of 2017. Commissioner Smith 
seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Councilmember White encouraged the ANC to testify in support of the bill when a DC Council 
hearing on the bill is scheduled. 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Proposing an Amendment to the Comprehensive Plan in Support 
of Greater Flexibility in Encouraging Office-to-Housing Conversions in Commercial Office  
Zones 
  
Chair Kennedy said that since OP is still accepting proposed amendments for DC’s 
Comprehensive Plan, he thought that the ANC should submit an amendment encouraging 
flexibility in the Comprehensive Plan in order to allow for office-to-housing conversions to take 
place in areas with high office vacancy rates. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to submit a proposed amendment to DC’s Comprehensive Plan 
that encourages flexibility in allowing for office-to-housing conversions to take place in areas 
with high office vacancy rates. Commissioner Campbell seconded the motion, which was voted 
on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Presentation by the Federal Highway Administration Regarding a Proposed Plan to Improve 
Pedestrian and Cyclist Access to the Kennedy Center 
  
Melany Alliston-Brick, an engineering director for the project, and Tom Shifflett, Special 
Projects Manager for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), were present. They gave a 
visual presentation regarding the agency’s proposed project to improve pedestrian and cyclist 
access to the Kennedy Center. 
  
Ms. Alliston-Brick said that the goal of the project is to improve transportation, pedestrian, and 
cyclist access from the National Mall, Rock Creek Park, and other areas to the Kennedy Center. 
She said that some elements in the project include lighting upgrades and widening the pedestrian 
trails in the area, including the trails on West Potomac Park. She said that they are also looking 
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into curb extensions, high visibility crosswalks, and wayfinding signage. She added that the 
agency may also consider raised driveways and crosswalks to slow cars down. 
  
Ms. Alliston-Brick said that some bike improvements as part of the project could include shared 
lane markings, protected bike lanes, regular bike lanes, and buffered bike lanes. She added that 
the agency may also consider hawk signals or rapid flash beacons. 
  
Ms. Alliston-Brick said that, as part of the project, the agency is also developing preliminary 
options that could be handed off to other agencies to carry out as part of future projects, 
including the creation of a connection to the Roosevelt Bridge from the Rock Creek trail, the 
rehabilitation of the old Constitution Avenue NW turnaround, and connectivity improvements at 
the west end of the National Mall. 
  
Mr. Shifflett said that the proposed trail improvements will be definitive project that the agency 
is planning to carry out. He said that some of the larger proposed improvements will need to be 
further studied, and if the agency decides to move forward with them, they will need to go 
through the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review process. 
  
Commissioner Smith said that he would like to find a way for the ANC to engage with FHWA 
on the projects that the agency will definitely be moving forward with it, especially with regards 
to the use of LED lighting as part of FHWA’s projects. 
  
Commissioner Smith asked how FHWA would be determining which of the other proposed 
projects will be moving forward. Mr. Shifflett said that the agency would want to have some 
conversations with the community and would want to see support from the community regarding 
the projects before moving forward with them. He added that the agency could come back to the 
ANC in order to further discuss the additional projects. 
  
Regulatory Agenda 
  
Presentation Regarding the Planning for the Proposed DC Streetcar Extension to Georgetown 
  
and 
  
Possible Consideration of a Resolution Requesting that the DC Council Fully Fund the Proposed 
DC Streetcar Extension to Georgetown in Future Fiscal Year Budgets 
  
Jamie Henson, the District Department of Transportation’s (DDOT) Project Manager for the DC 
Streetcar extensions, was present. He distributed handouts that give an overview of DDOT’s 
recent planning work on the DC Streetcar’s proposed extension to Georgetown. 
  
Mr. Henson said that the handout states the transit times for various transportation methods that 
go down K Street NW, including the DC Circulator’s Georgetown-Union Station route. He said 
that the DC Circulator route takes 45 minutes to an hour to travel the full route. He added that 
DDOT believes that the DC Streetcar could travel nearly the same route in about 25 minutes. 
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Mr. Henson compared the proposed ridership levels for the fully built-out DC Streetcar route to 
the ridership levels of other streetcar systems across the nation. 
  
Chair Kennedy asked how the DC Streetcar would have advantages over a proposal for buses to 
travel down the K Street NW corridor on dedicated lanes. Mr. Henson said the DC Streetcar’s 
vehicles would have more doors, larger doors, and larger vehicles, allowing more people to 
board and disembark and for people to board and disembark more quickly. 
  
Commissioner Schrefer asked how the potential introduction of a fare on the DC Streetcar would 
affect streetcar ridership. Mr. Henson said that after the full build out of the route, DC would 
probably use a fare policy similar to the DC Circulator’s fare policy. He added that the DC 
Circulator has a competitive $1 fare in comparison to Metrobus’ upcoming $2 fare. 
  
Commissioner Guzman asked if there were any noise complaints associated with the current DC 
Streetcar operations on H Street and Benning Road NE. Mr. Henson said there have been some 
complaints about the horns on the DC Streetcar vehicles. He said that the streetcar vehicles are 
required to blow their horns when going through crosswalks. 
  
A local resident said that it has been reported that the DC Council has removed funding for the 
DC Streetcar’s proposed extension to Georgetown. He asked about the current level of funding 
for the extension. Mr. Henson said that the decrease in DC Council funding creates problems for 
DDOT as the agency moves forward with its goals for completing the full route on a certain 
timeline. He said that the updated funding levels will push the completion dates of the extensions 
back a year or two over what was previously planned. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to draft and submit a resolution asking the DC Council to 
reinstate DC Streetcar funding in order to allow for the timely delivery of the DC Streetcar’s 
proposed extensions, while also asking the District Department of Transportation to study the 
impacts of noise, vibrations, and other issues raised by the community that are associated with 
DC Streetcar operations through the extension planning process. Commissioner Guzman 
seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 6-1-0). 
  
Presentation Regarding the Proposed Locations of Additional Capital Bikeshare Stations in the 
Neighborhood 
  
Kim Lucas, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Program Specialist for the District Department of 
Transportation (DDOT), was present. She gave a visual presentation on the proposed installation 
of three new Capital Bikeshare stations in ANC 2A, one of which, near the intersection of 
Virginia Avenue and Juarez Circle NW, has already been installed. 
  
Ms. Lucas gave an overview of the Capital Bikeshare system. She said that the system is owned 
by the jurisdictions that it operates in and operates as a single branded entity. She gave an 
overview of the three areas in the neighborhood that DDOT’s planning process had identified as 
being deserving of a station. 
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Ms. Lucas said that DDOT is planning to install a shorter station with two row of bikes in front 
of GW’s Duques Hall at the intersection of 22nd Street and G Street NW in order to not block 
the public space. She said that DDOT worked with GW to identify the proposed location. 
  
Ms. Lucas said that DDOT’s other proposed station location in the ANC is near the intersection 
of 23rd Street and L Street NW. She said that DDOT’s preferred location is on the sidewalk on 
the east side of 23rd Street, in front of Ris. She said that the location would create a six-foot 
sidewalk width in front of Ris’ sidewalk cafe. She added that DDOT’s second proposed location 
is an in-street location on the north side of L Street, just west of the 23rd Street NW. 
  
Commissioners Zhurbinskiy and Campbell thanked DDOT for its plan to install a station in front 
of Duques Hall. 
  
Commissioner Coder said that she has heard community concerns regarding the amount of 
congestion on L Street NW and how the proposed in-street bikeshare location would affect 
traffic. 
  
Ris Lacoste, the Chef and Owner of Ris, said that this was the first time she had seen the plans 
for the proposed station location. She said that she would like more time to consider the proposal 
and to discuss the proposal with the Residences at the Ritz-Carlton. 
  
Howard Biel, a local resident, said that the DDOT’s proposed location next to Ris is particularly 
poor. He said that the sidewalk in front of the restaurant will become even busier with the 
opening of the Westlight development across the street. 
  
The Commission did not take any action regarding this matter. 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding the ZC Application for a Minor Modification to the 
Planned Unit Development for the Hilton Garden Inn Washington DC / Georgetown Area at 
2201 M Street NW 
  
Chair Kennedy said that representatives from 22 West, A Condominium and ANC 2A have 
reached an agreement regarding the hotel’s proposed signage concept design, which includes the 
installation of a blade sign near the third floor of the building. 
  
Ms. Kahlow said that WECA wants the current sign installed near the roof of the hotel to be first 
removed as a condition for the granting of concept approval for the hotel’s proposed signage 
design. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to support the Hilton Garden Inn’s proposed signage design, 
conditional on the removal of the hotel’s non-compliant sign currently installed near the roof of 
the hotel. Commissioner Campbell seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed 
(VOTES: 6-0-0). 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding the BZA Application for 2417 Eye Street NW for 
Special Exceptions from the Lot Occupancy Requirements and the Rear Yard Requirements to 
Construct a Three-Story, Rear Addition to a One-Family Dwelling 
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Marty Sullivan, the legal counsel for the applicant, and Chau Pham, the architect for the project, 
were present. 
  
Mr. Sullivan said that the applicants have received support from both of the property’s adjacent 
neighbors regarding the project. He said that the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) and one 
adjacent neighbor previously had concerns with the original project plans but that the applicants 
received the support of the neighbor once the plans were revised. 
  
Ms. Pham said that HPO has given staff-level approval for the project and thus the project does 
not need to go in front of the Historic Preservation Review Board (HPRB). She added that the 
proposed addition is comparable to most of the existing buildings on the same block. She said 
that shadow studies of the proposed addition determined that the addition would not affect the air 
and light quality of neighboring buildings. 
  
Commissioner Guzman made a motion to support the special exception application for the 
project at 2417 Eye Street NW. Commissioner Smith seconded the motion, which was voted on 
and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding the Public Space Application by Ris for a New Valet 
Staging Zone with Two Spaces at 2275 L Street NW 
  
Ris Lacoste, the Chef and Owner of Ris, was present. She said that the restaurant has had a valet 
staging zone since it first opened, but that a business partner of hers had forgotten to pick up the 
public space permit from the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) when it was first 
issued. She said that DDOT recently inspected the valet staging zone and that the restaurant was 
not able to provide a copy of the public space permit at the time. She said that she is thus 
applying for a new public space permit for the valet staging zone. 
  
Commissioner Coder made a motion to support Ris’ public space application. Commissioner 
Campbell seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding the Public Space Application by 2033 K Street Partners 
LLC to Replace Existing Tree Boxes and a Building Canopy on the Sidewalk in Front of the 
Building at 2033 K Street NW 
  
Bob Knopf, a Project Director for Quadrangle Development, was present. He gave a visual 
presentation regarding the proposed site plan and elevations for the public space improvements 
to the front of Quadrangle Development’s property at 2033 K Street NW. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to support the public space application for 2033 K Street NW 
based on an understanding that there will be no nighttime construction work. Commissioner 
Campbell seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding SBOE’s Creation of a High School Graduation 
Requirements Task Force 
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Commissioner Campbell said that the State Board of Education (SBOE) is about to commit to 
the creation of an SBOE task force that will compile research and issue recommendations on 
DC’s high school graduation requirements. He gave an overview of his proposal for changes to 
DC’s high school graduation requirements. 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to draft and submit a resolution suggesting Commissioner 
Campbell for appointment to the DC State Board of Education’s High School Graduation 
Requirements Task Force and suggesting that the task force consider Commissioner Campbell’s 
proposed changes to DC’s high school graduation requirements. Commissioner Zhurbinskiy 
seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 6-0-1). 
  
Administrative Matters 
  
Adoption of Past Meeting Minutes 
  
Chair Kennedy made the motion to adopt the May 2017 meeting minutes with allowance for 
technical and grammatical edits. Commissioner Campbell seconded the motion, which was voted 
on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Authorization of a FOIA Request Regarding the Deputy Mayor for Education’s Recent Decision 
to End the Ivymount at the Stevens School Agreement and Authorization of ANC Expenditures 
to Retain Legal Counsel to Advise on Potential Procurement Irregularities 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to authorize the filing of the proposed FOIA requests regarding 
the Ivymount at the Stevens School agreement. Commissioner Smith seconded the motion, 
which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Approval of a Reimbursement to Peter Sacco for the Renewal of the ANC’s Website Hosting 
Service 
  
Chair Kennedy made a motion to authorize reimbursement expenses of $149 for the renewal of 
the ANC’s website hosting service. Commissioner Campbell seconded the motion, which was 
voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Consideration of a Resolution Regarding the Board of Ethics and Government Accountability’s 
Draft Advisory Opinion on ANC Ethical Standards 
  
Commissioner Campbell said that Darrin Sobin, the Director of Government Ethics for the Board 
of Ethics and Government Accountability (BEGA), had released a draft advisory opinion 
regarding ANC ethical standards. He said that Mr. Sobin is now collecting ANC comments 
regarding the draft opinion. Commissioner Campbell said that he disagrees with Mr. Sobin’s 
arguments in the draft opinion. 
  
Commissioner Campbell read a proposed resolution regarding the opinion aloud. 
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Commissioner Campbell made a motion to adopt his proposed resolution regarding the Board of 
Ethics and Government Accountability’s draft advisory opinion on ANC ethical standards. 
Commissioner Coder seconded the motion, which was voted on and passed (VOTES: 7-0-0). 
  
Adjournment 
  
Chair Kennedy adjourned the meeting at 10:59 pm. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Philip Schrefer 
Secretary, ANC 2A05 
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

June 23, 2017 

 

RE: Amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Encouraging Office to 

Affordable Housing Conversions 

 

At its regular meeting on June 21, 2017, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 

(“ANC 2A” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With seven of 

eight commissioners present, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission 

voted unanimously (7-0-0), after a motion made by Commissioner Kennedy and 

seconded by Commissioner Campbell, to adopt the following resolution: 

 

The Commission recognizes the immense scale of the housing shortage and 

affordability crisis facing the District in the coming years; indeed, it is perhaps the 

biggest challenge that this iteration of the Comprehensive Plan must confront. At 

the same time, we recognize that the nature of office work is changing rapidly. 

The increased utilization of teleworking, shared working spaces, federal cutbacks, 

legal firm consolidation, the rise of self-employment, and high costs in the CBD 

are all trends impacting the current double-digit percent office vacancy rate in the 

District. Few, if any of these trends, are likely to abate in the coming years. 

 

As office developers chase an increasingly small number of tenants with the need 

for and the resources available to pay for large amounts of Class A office space, 

we see a market mismatch that is leaving many Class B and C office buildings 

bereft of tenants and with large vacancy rates. The owners of these buildings have 

begun to confront a similar choice: Undertake at considerable cost a renovation of 

their building to Class A specs in order to attract a smaller number of lucrative 

tenants, or experience escalating costs to maintain buildings that are increasingly 

approaching the end of their useful life, while collecting less-than-premium 

revenue in a premium location. 

 

We believe that a marriage between the assets of office developers confronting a 

changing market and the needs of the District of Columbia as it relates to the 

imperative to provide additional affordable housing for residents is obvious, 

optimal, and profitable for all. Shelter is a fundamental human need and should 

represent the highest priority for the District of Columbia in setting its land-use 

priorities. Therefore, the District's underlying zoning should provide for the 

maximum possible flexibility in facilitating office-to-housing conversions in 

commercial office zones provided that Inclusionary Zoning thresholds are met in 

the conversion process. Indeed, these zones should function more as mixed-use 

areas, reflecting a change in the outmoded philosophy of earlier, mid-20th century 

land-use philosophy that segregated commercial uses from residential ones. 

 

Additionally, in recognition of the substantial costs that are often associated with 

office-to-housing conversions (reflecting the different relative needs for natural 

light, plumbing, etc. in each use), the District should consider authorizing tax 
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

incentives or other financing assistance in order to encourage conversions that 

meet exceptional standards in terms of the amount of affordable housing provided 

(i.e., projects that exceed IZ targets either in the number of units set aside as 

affordable, and/or in offering units at a lower percentage of AMI than is otherwise 

called for). Incentives and assistance should scale to the degree of affordable 

housing offered beyond IZ targets, and could potentially involve investment from 

the Housing Production Trust Fund. 

 

We believe that this amendment will result in more efficient use of built square 

footage within the District of Columbia, converting relatively less-occupied office 

space to relatively highly-occupied residential space. What's more, we believe 

that adding to the supply of housing in the District will help meet the exceptional 

demand for it, thereby reducing prices in the aggregate. Specifically, this is 

intended to induce investment in workforce housing and other affordable housing 

to specifically augment the supply of that class of housing. 

 

Additionally, encouraging office-to-housing conversions in and adjacent to the 

CBD will promote more active street life in these areas outside of work hours, 

supporting retail tenants and contributing to a greater sense of safety and security 

on streets that may be desolate outside of workday hours presently. What's more, 

encouraging a mix of uses in the densest part of the District will promote more 

sustainable commutes as people can more easily walk, bike, or take transit to 

work -- reducing the strain on the roadway network from commuters who must 

live elsewhere but who work in the core of the region. 

 

Commissioner Patrick Kennedy (2A01@anc.dc.gov) is the Commission’s representative 

in this matter.  

 

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Kennedy 

Chairperson 

 

mailto:2A01@anc.dc.gov
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

July 2, 2017 
 
Mr. Frederick Hill 
Chairperson 
Board of Zoning Adjustment 
441 4th Street NW, Suite 210S 
Washington, DC 20001 
bzasubmissions@dc.gov 
 

RE: BZA Application for Special Exceptions from the Lot Occupancy 
Requirements and the Rear Yard Requirements to Construct a Three-Story, 
Rear Addition to a One-Family Dwelling at 2417 Eye Street NW (BZA 
#19526) 

 
Dear Chairperson Hill, 
 
At its regular meeting on June 21, 2017, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
(“ANC 2A” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With seven of 
eight commissioners present, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission 
voted unanimously (7-0-0), after a motion made by Commissioner Guzman and seconded 
by Commissioner Smith, to support the BZA application for special exceptions from the 
lot occupancy requirements and the rear yard requirements to construct a three-story, rear 
addition to a one-family dwelling at 2417 Eye Street NW. 
 
Commissioners Marco Guzman (2A03@anc.dc.gov) and Patrick Kennedy 
(2A01@anc.dc.gov) are the Commission’s representatives in this matter.  
 
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Kennedy 
Chairperson 
 
CC: Martin Sullivan, Counsel for the Applicant 
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

July 2, 2017 
 
Mr. Matthew Marcou 
Chair, Public Space Committee 
District Department of Transportation 
1100 4th Street SW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20004 
PublicSpace.Committee@dc.gov 
 

RE: Public Space Application by Ris for a New Valet Staging Zone at 2275 L 
Street NW (DDOT #10413504) 

 
Dear Chair Marcou, 
 
At its regular meeting on June 21, 2017, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
(“ANC 2A” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With seven of 
eight commissioners present, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission 
voted unanimously (7-0-0), after a motion made by Commissioner Coder and seconded 
by Commissioner Campbell, to support Ris’ public space application for a new valet 
staging zone at 2275 L Street NW. 
 
Commissioners Florence Harmon (2A06@anc.dc.gov) and Patrick Kennedy 
(2A01@anc.dc.gov) are the Commission’s representatives in this matter.  
 
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Kennedy 
Chairperson 
 
CC: Ris Lacoste, Chef / Owner, Ris 
 Cherlyn Warren, General Manager, Ris 
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

July 3, 2017 
 
Mr. Matthew Marcou 
Chair, Public Space Committee 
District Department of Transportation 
1100 4th Street SW, Third Floor 
Washington, DC 20004 
PublicSpace.Committee@dc.gov 
 

RE: Public Space Application by 2033 K Street Partners LLC for 
Streetscape Improvements to the Front of the Building at 2033 K Street NW 
(DDOT #205263) 

 
Dear Chair Marcou, 
 
At its regular meeting on June 21, 2017, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
(“ANC 2A” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With seven of 
eight commissioners present, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission 
voted unanimously (7-0-0), after a motion made by Commissioner Kennedy and 
seconded by Commissioner Campbell, to adopt the following resolution: 
 

ANC 2A supports 2033 K Street Partners LCC’s public space application for 
streetscape improvements to the front of the building at 2033 K Street NW based 
on the applicant’s agreement to not carry out any overnight construction work at 
the site. 

 
Commissioners Florence Harmon (2A06@anc.dc.gov) and Patrick Kennedy 
(2A01@anc.dc.gov) are the Commission’s representatives in this matter.  
 
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Kennedy 
Chairperson 
 
CC: Bob Knopf, Project Director, Quadrangle Development Corporation 
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Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
 “Serving the Foggy Bottom and West End communities of Washington, D.C.” 

June 21, 2017 
 
Mr. Darrin Sobin 
Director of Government Ethics 
Board of Ethics and Government Accountability 
441 4th Street NW, 830 South 
Washington, DC 20001  
darrin.sobin@dc.gov  
 

RE: BEGA Draft Advisory Opinion Regarding ANC Ethical Standards 
 
Dear Mr. Sobin, 
 
At its regular meeting on June 21, 2017, Advisory Neighborhood Commission 2A 
(“ANC 2A” or “Commission”) considered the above-referenced matter. With seven of 
eight commissioners present, a quorum at a duly-noticed public meeting, the Commission 
voted unanimously (7-0-0), after a motion made by Commissioner Campbell and 
seconded by Commissioner Coder, to adopt the following resolution: 
 

ANC 2A concurs with the comments made by our colleagues on ANC 3B and 
ANC 3E, and would encourage the Board of Ethics and Government 
Accountability (BEGA) to exercise greater flexibility in applying the Code of 
Conduct, in recognition of the unique circumstances of the commissioner 
position, relative to elected officials with decisionmaking authority and salaried 
D.C. government employees who are otherwise the only individuals subject to the 
Code. 

 
Commissioners Detrick Campbell (2A07@anc.dc.gov) and Patrick Kennedy 
(2A01@anc.dc.gov) are the Commission’s representatives in this matter.  
 
ON BEHALF OF THE COMMISSION. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Patrick Kennedy 
Chairperson 
 
CC: Jackie Blumenthal, Chair, ANC 3B 
 Jonathan Bender, Chair, ANC 3E 
 Councilmember Anita Bonds, At-Large 
 Gottlieb Simon, Director, Office of Advisory Neighborhood Commissions 
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Mr. Brian K. Flowers
General Counsel
Board of Ethics and Government Accountability
44L4th Street, NW 830South
Washington, D.C.20001

Dear Mr. Flowers:

As the five individual members of ANC34 we are writing to share our comments regarding the April 10,
2AL7, Draft Advisory Opinion ("Draft Opinion").1 The Draft Opinion asserts that the Code of Conduct
applicable to Advisory Neighborhood Commissioners (ANC Commissioners) includes the rules contained in
the District Personnel Manual ('DPM'), and has included the DPM rules since 2014.

By law the Board of Ethics and Accountability (BECA) is responsible for administering the Code of Conduct
and also for training ANC Commissioners on ethics rules covering them. Since that time, BEGA's training
sessions on ethics for ANC Commissioners have taught that "'Code of Conduct' for Advisory Neighborhood
Commissions means those provisions contained in the following: Conflict of lnterest Provisions of the
Ethics Act; and Annual 'Clean Hands'Certification filed with BEGA. But dont forget other laws that apply.
For example Federal bribery laws; Prohibition on Political Activity on government premises; Misuse or theft
of government propertyfunds." ln the BEGA materials used in ANC ethics training in recent years, there is
no mention of the rules af conduct for District employees that are contained in the DPM.

What the Draft Opinion proposes not onty contradicts the BEGA's clear statements in ANC training but
would also create a code of conduct that goes against the public interest as well as the provisions of the
DPM on what constitutes an "employee," the historic treatment of ANC members, the implicit expectations
and intent of the executive and the DC Council through repeated deliberations and legislation on the
subject of ANCs, including the ANC Omnibus Act adopted in December 2OL5.

The DPM defines employees as individuals who receive compensation for service to DC government, are
appointed to DC boards and commissions, or both (See DCMR S 68-1899.U. lt is clearthat the definition
excludes ANC Commissioners from the category of District employees who are subject to the DPM. The
Draft Opinion also makes clear that ANC Commissioners are not District employees, citing D.C. Official Code

$ 1-603.01(7). To our knowledge. there is no plan to change the DPM to amend that definition.

ANC members are neither compensated nor appointed and are explicitly NOT employees of the District but
are representatives and active memhers of their communities. lt would be extremely detrimentalto the
interests of communities and the effectiveness of the ANCs if all Commissioners were barred from holding
any offices or.vote on policy decisions with community associations, non-profits and other groups who
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might adopt a stance on any issue on which the ANC also took a position. This would diminish the capacity
of the ANCs as well as community groups, hamper their ability to attract strong candidates, and weaken
communities' voice on vital issues affecting the neighborhoods and the city.

We urge the District not to adopt the Draft Opinion as official policy governing ANCs and to reconsider what
should be incorporated in the Code of Conduct for ANC Commissioners, based on the statutes governing
ANCs, precedent and practices that serve city priorities and needs.

We participated actively in the development of the ANC Omnibus Legislation in 2016 and it was evident to
us through the course of that discussion that the Council did not wish or intend to make ANC
Commissioners "employees" of the District or subject to all the rules and regulations covering District
employees, and the ANCs supported that choice. The Draft Opinion would go directly against that intent,
and we hope it will be discarded as counter to the interest of the city and its people.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

,fr,"ffi
Chairman and Commissioner, ANC3B02

#; )'l 4<_-_--...-*-

Brian Turmail
Vice Chairman and Commissioner, ANC3B05

C,,,, f . -nL{rd-*"-'
Ann L. Mladinov
Commissioner, ANC3B01

ru.4
Melissa J. Lane

Commissioner, ANC3B03

Mary C- Young
Commissioner, ANC3BO4

cc. Chairman Phil Mendelson and Members of the District Council
Mayor MurielBowser
Gottlieb Simon, Director, Office of Advisory Neighborhood Commissions

t This letter has not yet been considered o. appio"ea a
placed on the agenda for a formal vote at ANC3B's next public meeting on July 13,2017 .



 ADVISORY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSION 3E 
TENLEYTOWN     AMERICAN UNIVERSITY PARK     FRIENDSHIP HEIGHTS 

c/o Lisner-Louise-Dickson-Hurt Home 5425 Western Avenue, NW Washington, DC  20015 
www.anc3e.org  

 
June 12, 2017 

 
Darrin Sobin 
Director 
Office of Government Ethics 
Board of Ethics 
 and Government Accountability 
441 4th Street, N.W. 
Suite 830 South 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
 
Dear Mr. Sobin: 
 
ANC 3E writes regarding the Director of Government Ethics’ (“Director”) April 10, 2017 Draft Advisory 
Opinion (“April 2017 Opinion”). The April 2017 Opinion asserts that, since 2014, the “Code of Conduct” 
applicable to ANCs has included the District Personnel Manual (“DPM”). Yet, BEGA’s training for ANCs, 
most recently available on BEGA’s website earlier this year, has stated the opposite.  
In light of BEGA’s statements in these training materials made available to every ANC, if the April 2017 
Opinion is correct, BEGA has suborned countless ethics violations by ANCs for three years.  
 
Regardless, the April 2017 Opinion would result in unsound public policy that is inconsistent with the 
Council and the public’s view of the role of ANCs over the past 40 years. 
 
We respectfully ask the Director to withdraw his Opinion, and substitute it with one that calls for an 
open, sensible process for updating outdated ethics rules, and which is consistent with the Director’s 
own previously-published and longstanding guidance. 
 
In this letter resolution, we first review the legal background of the definition of “Code of Conduct” for 
ANCs, and then provide an illustration of the harm likely to be caused if the Director can apply the 
District Personnel Manual as written to ANCs. 
 

BEGA’s STATEMENT IN ITS ANC TRAINING THAT THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR ANCs 
DOES NOT (CURRENTLY) INCLUDE THE DISTRICT PERSONNEL MANUAL IS CORRECT 

 
DC law commands BEGA to provide direct training to all individuals under its jurisdiction. BEGA thus 
provided ethics training specifically for ANCs, and made the presentation available to hundreds of 
commissioners, both in person and online. The most recent official BEGA training for ANCs (“BEGA ANC 
Training”), last download from BEGA’s website by a Commissioner from this ANC in early 2017, was by 
its terms updated on November 18, 2015. 
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The BEGA ANC Training states the following: 
  

“Code of Conduct” for [ANCs] means those provisions contained in the following: 
Conflict of Interest Provisions of the Ethics Act; and Annual “Clean Hands” Certification 
filed with BEGA.1 

 
Notably absent from the BEGA ANC Training’s definition of “Code of Conduct” for ANCs is the DPM. Yet, 
contradicting its own ANC training materials, the April 2017 Opinion contends that the Council amended 
ethics statutes in 2014 to leave no doubt that the definition of “Code of Conduct” for ANCs includes the 
DPM as written. 
 
BEGA’s April 2017 Opinion and the BEGA ANC Training cannot be reconciled. The Code of Conduct for 
ANCs either has included the DPM as written since 2014, in which case BEGA delivered materially false 
training to hundreds of Commissioners for years, or the April 2017 Opinion is materially wrong. BEGA 
should adapt the latter position. 

DC’s Department of Human Resource (DCHR), not BEGA, promulgated the DPM, which can be found at 
Chapter 18 of the District of Columbia Municipal Regulations (DCMR). That chapter of the regulations is 
entitled “Employee Conduct.”2 Moreover, Chapter 18 in fact leaves no doubt that it was intended to 
exclude ANCs, because it defines “employees,” ie, the class of persons the DPM applies to, as individuals 
who receive compensation for service to DC government, are appointed to DC boards and commissions, 
or both.3 ANCs, by contrast, are neither compensated nor appointed (they are unpaid elected officials). 

Because DCHR excluded ANCs from the DPM, DCHR did not consider the particular expectations for and 
duties of ANCs in promulgating the DPM.  Furthermore, because DCHR excluded ANCs from the DPM, 
DC citizens, including ANCs, had no reason to comment on the proposed DPM, thus denying citizens, 
including ANCs, the fundamental due process protection of an opportunity to be heard in administrative 
policymaking that affects them. 
 
Against this background, the Council’s decision in 2014 to redefine “Code of Conduct” for ANCs must be 
read as a command to BEGA to amend Chapter 18 so that it takes proper account of the expectations for 
and duties of ANCs in its substantive provisions, and so that DC citizens are afforded their due process 
rights to comment on any proposed amendments. 
 
Under this reading, OGE has taken three years to begin to implement the Council’s direction, but it has 
not affirmatively provided materially false training for years. Under Director Sobin’s current reading, 
BEGA has, in fact, materially failed to comply with its statutory duty to train ANCs properly, and has 
indeed affirmatively misdirected ANCs. 
 
  

                                            
1
 “BEGA, Ethics Training, Advisory Neighborhood Commission (Presented by Darren P. Sobin, Director of 

Government Ethics, updated on 11/18/15) at 7 (emphasis in original) [[attached hereto as Exhibit 1] . 
2
 Emphasis added. 

3
 See DCMR § 6B-1899.1 and pertinent provisions cited therein. 
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The Substantive Guidance Provided in the April 2017 Opinion Demonstrates The Lack Of Fit 
Between The Current DPM And Expectations For And Duties Of ANCs 

 
The District Charter created ANCs in 1973. Over the past 40+ years, Commissioners have served in 
countless non-profit organizations involved in local policy debates. In Ward 3 alone, current and former 
Commissioners have served, while Commissioners, in such organizations as PTAs, Local School Advisory 
Committees, Main Streets, the Committee of 100 on the Federal City, school and park site improvement 
teams, the Tenleytown Neighborhood Association, Ward Three Vision, the Alliance for Reasonable 
Development, DC for Democracy, and Ward Three Democrats – to name a few.  
 
ANCs are, by design, the political body closest to the people. It is thus unsurprising that Commissioners 
are involved in numerous roles in their community. The Council has obviously known about this overlap; 
indeed, many Council Members and at least two Mayors, including the incumbent, have served as ANCs. 
Moreover, the Council recently updated the statutes governing ANCs. During this process, the Council 
could have but did not amend the law to change the historically close relationship between ANCs and 
other community organizations. 
 
Yet, the DPM as written, and OGE’s interpretation of the DPM in the April 2017 Opinion, could undo this 
relationship. In the April 2017 Opinion, OGE contends that an ANC Commissioner would violate the law 
by participating in a decision on a liquor license if a citizens group in which she is also a director  plans 
later to take a position on the same application. OGE cites to a DPM provision that states that being a 
director of an outside group that might become involved in a decision recommended by “the employee” 
is not compatible with government service.4 
 
If such a provision applies to ANCs, numerous Ward 3 Commissioners, and no doubt numerous 
Commissioners across DC, would either have to resign or frequently recuse as a Commissioner or resign 
from these outside groups. 
 
Although such an outcome might be appropriate for the Director of the Department of Transportation, 
for instance, it is not appropriate for ANCs, and no substantial reason exists to believe it is an outcome 
the Council expected or desires. It is a strength of DC democracy, not a weakness, that an ANC who 
opines as part of her Commission on the Mayor’s proposed school budget can also serve as a member of 
the PTA for her local school that likewise opines on the school budget. The ANC’s experience on her 
Commission informs her service on the PTA and vice-versa. 
 
To be sure, ANCs should publicly disclose their membership in outside groups involved with policy 
debates in which their ANC is also involved. ANCs must stand for election every two years, more 
frequently than either the Mayor or Council. Informed voters can decide in each instance whether an 
ANC’s broad involvement in their community is a benefit or detriment. 
 
There may be limited situations in which it makes sense for a Commissioner to recuse from a decision in 
which her or his outside group has taken a position. The proscription contained in the DPM as written, 
however, sweeps far too broadly. The solution is for BEGA to conduct notice and comment rulemaking, 
after consulting with ANCs and others, to craft ethics rules that make sense for ANCs as well as the 
employees and appointees for whom current rules were written. 
 

                                            
4
 See April 2017 Opinion at 10-11 (“Example 8”). 
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BEGA MUST UPDATE THE DPM ONE WAY OR THE OTHER 
 

For all the reasons above, ANC 3E respectfully asks the Director to withdraw the April 2017 Opinion, and 
asks BEGA to initiate a careful, open process to amend the DPM via notice and comment rulemaking so 
that its dictates correspond with the Council and community’s expectations for ANCs and their duties. If, 
nonetheless, the Director chooses not to withdraw the April 2017 Opinion, with the inescapable 
concomitant that BEGA has falsely instructed hundreds of ANCs about their legal obligations for years, 
BEGA should still amend the DPM via notice and comment rulemaking so that its dictates correspond 
with the Council and community’s expectations for ANCs and their duties.5 
 
The resolution passed by a vote of 4-0-0 at a properly noticed meeting held on June 8, 2017, at which a 
quorum was present, with Commissioners Bender, Hall, McHugh, and Quinn in attendance. 
 
 
 
ANC 3E 
 
 
 
 
By Jonathan Bender, Chair 
 
 
 
CC Muriel Bowser 

Charles Allen 
 Anita Bonds 
 Mary M. Cheh 
 David Grosso 
 Tameka Collier 
 Norma B. Hutcheson 
 Carol Scwartz 
 Shomari Wade 
 Gottlieb Simon 

                                            
5
 Indeed, even were ANCs not involved, BEGA should still amend the DPM via notice and comment rulemaking, 

because the DPM was not drafted by an agency with putative expertise in government ethics. 
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Government Accountability 

 
ETHICS TRAINING 

ADVISORY NEIGHBORHOOD COMMISSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 

Presented by:   
Darrin P. Sobin 

Director of Government Ethics 
(Updated:  11/18/15) 

 
 



Code of Conduct 

 “Code of Conduct” for Advisory Neighborhood 
Commissions means those provisions contained in 
the following:  
 Conflict of Interest Provisions of the Ethics Act; and 
 Annual “Clean Hands” Certification filed with BEGA 
 
But don’t forget other laws that apply.  For example: 
 Federal bribery laws 
 Prohibition on Political Activity on government premises 
 Misuse or theft of government property/funds 


